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PREFACE 

“OUR DUTY TOWARDS THE MOTHERLAND” 

Dear well-wishers, 

“This life is short, the vanities of the world are transient, but they alone live who live for others, 

the rest are more dead than alive.” 

An aforesaid lines said by the great philosopher through which an electrifying penetration is being 

stretched forth to lead us. This means that let us ‘pray and work hard’ day and night for the down-trodden 

millions in Nepal, who are held fast by poverty, ignorance and evils. Education is acquisition of 

knowledge is a continuous process. A baby is born absolutely innocent of conscious knowledge, KBS 

certainly opens its door and holds out promises to produce men of good character. This school is 

fundamentally an institution erected by our well-wishers to do a certain specific work to exercise a certain 

specific function in maintaining the life and advancing the welfare of society. 

We fervently hope that mission started with our sublime blessings and efforts will be bringing 

forth positive and satisfactory outcome, in future. 

     

MAJOR EVENTS AT GLANCE 

1. NEW ADMISSION 

 KBS is genuinely accepting new admissions year by year within its manageable potential. This 

year also, its strength has climbed-up to 1000 approximately. 

 All classes have two sections from Nursery to X.  

 

2. An illuminated candle of peace. 

 It is dreadfully consequential and convincing day of profound topical relevance meant for every 

human being of peace and harmony. 

 Late Ven. Pema Rigzin message of universal love and brotherhood is sanctifying atmosphere that 

prevailed in our institution, guiding and inspiring our family for maneuvering boundless efforts for 

impoverished children of society. 

   KBS, no doubt, is liable to pay humble tribute to the departed soul every year on May 6. P.R. 

Contest Bumper prize has been given to Ms. Tsering Yangzom(ClassX) who acclaimed the best award of 

personality test. 

 

3. Tangible output 

We express our unfeigned felicity and professed with our intellectual pursuits which have eventually 

produced satisfactory outcome well enough for self complacent and we really want to share with others. 

This is exactly outcome of our commitment for which we have been striving since the establishment of 

this institution. 

   

The outcomes are as follows: 

1. Mr. Sanjeev Lama S.L.C. batch 2010 got selected in M.B.B.S. course and doing M.B.B.S. 

2. Mr. Prakash Baral S.L.C. batch 2010, Mr. Arjun Simkhada S.L.C. batch 2010.  Mr. Karma Singe S.L.C. 

batch 2010, all got selected for engineering course in different branches. 

 

4. A skillful maneuver for intellectual growth 

KBS aims at fostering, promoting and sustaining by all appropriate means, the cultivation of intellectual 

growth. G.D. (Group Discussion) is a multi-dimensional approach. A little effort persuaded and injected 

into scholars mind increasing intelligence, wisdom and aptitude.  



Secondly, it is converging the student from varied types of knowledge to a deeper knowledge of a 

specialized subject. This equips them to face the complex challenges of modern life. 

Thirdly, the great importance is emphasized on moral and ethical qualities which are very urgent need of 

civilization. This is sixth successful year of this event. 

 

5. Outdoor visits: A healthy recreation 

As a matter of fact, education means all around development of personality that does not fall back upon 

only paper and pencil test but through the process of socializing which seeks a constant touch with 

divergent spectrum of life. Outdoor visits: A healthy recreation; provides an immense opportunity to our 

scholars into broader social atmosphere. 

Aside from these, they get freshened-up and enjoy restful atmosphere in the lap of nature. 

This year too we organized an education tour for grade VIII, IX and X. 

After collecting the valuable information from the field study, scholar displayed it on the school notice 

board.  

 

6. Co-curriculum report; a big picture 

Co-curriculum activities and events of games and sports; These are two lungs of education, KBS is fully 

and well committed for organizing such types of activities in wake of polishing scholars aptitude as well 

as physical growth into divergent manner. So not only they could develop their inner talent and 

capabilities but also broadens their outlook and physical development as well. 

Sports and games 2013 remained a major event for KBS as far as field and trek activities are concerned. 

 Co-curriculum Diary of the year:- 

S.No. Type Title Group 

1. 
English 

Symposium 
               Cinema and social responsibilty Senior 

2. English Debate              Prints Media vs. Electronic Media Senior 

3. 
Drawing 

Competition 
--- All 

4. 
Hand writing 

competition 
--- 

Sub Junior 

Junior 

5. General Quiz --- Senior 

6. Nepali Debate Knowledge or weapons powerful Senior 

7. Math-Science Quiz --- Senior 



8. English Quiz --- Junior 

9. English Quiz --- Senior 

10. 
Free poem 

competition 
--- Senior 

  

7. Out-door achievements: 

Scholars of KBS, are inherent in art and literature whenever the opportunities are availed to them they do 

their best and achieve positions into different activities this year in the month of September. 

Loyalty Academy organized Inter-school drawing competition, in which Mr. Arjun Sunawar remained 

2nd and Tsering Sherpa stood 3rd. 

 

8. Satisfactory outcome in S.L.C. 

S.L.C. is ever so an outstanding and outweigh event for KBS, and we proved ourselves quite excellent and 

satisfied. This year too we received 10 good Distinctions, 45 First Div. and 2 Second Div. 

We hope that our scholars will continue their efforts to get good academic output in future too. 

 

9. Teacher’s Day 

This day is specifically observed with keen interest by our loving students in the honor of teachers. This is 

the oldest tradition which signifies a sacred relationship between teachers and students. In order to 

continue this tradition this year too our students organized a colorful-cultural program and expressed their 

gratitude for teachers.Teachers also extended their sublime blessings for their bright future. 

 

10. CHILDREN’S DAY 

This day is specially proposed for children’s bliss and healthy recreation. Our children are verily 

embodied with hidden talent in different manner. School organized a cultural talent show which was 

competitive and joyful. Two distinguished judges were chief guests Mr. Himgyap Tashi and Mr. Tsering 

Gyaltsen. Finally the best performances were awarded. 

 

KBS Jumla: This school has grown up to class VIII in 2013. Although the numbers of students are 

minimum but they are well qualified to their standard. The school appeared in the district board exam of 

class VIII for the first time and the result is due very soon. The school year went on smoothly with a 

tremendous number of new enrollments in the beginning. This indicates, the school is growing rapidly 

(around 800 students). The annual program resembles to KBS Ktm except the time of academic year 

differs. 

We are happy that more and more children can benefit from the service provided in education. At the 

same time, feel a little disheartened because of condition of infrastructure. Hope, soon we could do 

something for a better place for the children. 

 

KBS Simikot: The school year in Simikot ends-up in December. As per the headmaster, Chhawang Lama, 

there were celebrating moments, when the students won several competitions at the district level. This 

school has grown up to class IV now. The total strength has reached around 400 students. Because of the 

generous support from FPK, Germany along with the government of Germany, the children at Simikot 



school are enjoying excellent infrastructure with sufficient playing space which is an unusual in this 

mountainous region. The teachers, children and the parents are very thankful. 

 

SUBLIME THANKS 

Noble friends, we KBS family is happy and professed with resultant output so far so good. The fragrance 

that signs the glory of KBS is basically of Noble blessings and help of yours. We extend our heartfelt 

thanks for your unconditional support to the institution. 

 

HAPPY CHRISTMAS DAY AND NEW YEAR 
May this touch in the most wonderful way where your dreams touch the sky and your hopes reach brighter 

horizons surrounding you with “Love and Laughter”.     

                               

 


